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ACROSS
1 Components
6 Crow's cousins

10 Wood for
shipbuilding

14 Like a lot
15 Cleveland's lake
16 She, in Chartres
17 Frugal one
18 Letter closing
20 Govt. agents
21 Fibbed
22 "-- Get Your

Gun"
23 Sauce
26 Plus
27 Hirt and Pacino
30 Break a fast
31 Long river
33 Water pipes
35 Shone
39 Month
40 Poetic Muse
41 Skullcaps
44 City's profile
46 Raison d'
47 Bind
48 Damage
49 Crone
52 Subtle aspersion
55 See eye-to-eye
57 Went quickly
58 Ardor
62 Mushroom
64 Kitchen item
65 Ireland,

poetically
66 English
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10 Coastal bird
11 Actress Verdugo
12 " the Family"
13 Excited (with

"up")
19 Keen-sighted
21 Jacob's wife
24 Facts
25 Zerocomposer

67 Gaseous
element

68 Actor Andrews
69 Pair
70 Trapshooting

27 Melville captain
28 Easy gait
29 Shore bird
32 Man of rank
34 Cows,

archaically
36 Cripple
37 Lab burner
38 Busy one
42 Eagle
43 Pertaining to

perception
44 Hardened
45 Type
49 Disliked a lot
50 Old place of

assembly
51 Cereal

DOWN
1 Gone by
2 " Bede'
3 Wander
4 Fashion
5 Preacher's talk:

abbr.
6 Stops
7 Ram

constellation
8 Circuitous
9 Dry, said of wine

"Once
midnight..
Missouri
mountains

Best or Ferber
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Rim
Succulent plant
Time of fasting
Small child

Palmas

Join the Collegian
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by Andrea DiPlacido
Staff Writer

"Sweet 75"
21/2 stars

Keith Harrison
Calm ham Exchange

Few new groups undergo the kind
of scrutiny faced by bands featuring
surviving members of Nirvana.

It wasn't long ago, after all, that
Dave Grohl's Foo Fighters were
hailed as instant superstars. But the
initial, pleasant surprise that Grohl
actually could sing and lead a band
has subsided, and the Fighters'
brand of likable but not revelatory
alterna-rock has lost some

luster in these electrunica-
obsessed days.

songs like the menacing "Fetch"
and the moody "Lay Me Down."
The salsa-flavored rock of "La
Vida," while initially jarring,
succeeds as well.

Too often, though, Sweet 75's
brand of rock simply comes up
short. Songs like "Take Another
Stab," "Nothing" and "Japan Trees"
aren't terrible; they're just not
particularly memorable. The same
cannotbe said, though, for "Ode to
Dolly," an unbearable stab at faux
country that will have you lunging
far the fast-forward button.Now along comes ex-Nuvana

bassist Krist Novoselic, who has
enlisted Venezuelan meet singer
Yva Las Vegas to front their new
band, Sweet 75. A few indie snobs
have been applauding the Latin
rhythms and folk flourishes that
Las Vegas introduces in a kw
songs, arguing that this band is less
"commercial" and therefore
inherently superior to the Foo
Fighters. Others, meanwhile,
puzzled by that occasional merger
of Latin flavor and rock crunch,
have dismissed the band as a well-
intentioned but unsuccessful
experiment.
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Using one of these bands as a
yardstick to judge the other is
ludicrous, of course, as is
proclaiming Sweet 75 a success
simply because it incorporates
sounds not often heard on pop
radio. But Sweet 75 is no noble
failure. Las Vegas' rough-around-
the-edges singing sounds right at
home on this disc's many straight-
up rockers, particularly on standout

like this. But then, ,dw people have what it takes to be come a Marine Officer. Invaluable training that could
a Marine Officer. Officer Candidates School (OCS) is lead to an exciting career in aviation. If you've got
the first step towards preparing you fora • what it takes to be a leader of Marines, you
future beyondanything you could imagine. Thitbrives

could get an office with a spectacular view.hellisheaL Theili.

Officer internship. Freshmen-Senior, men & women. Leads to S3OK starting
salary. At Student Center on 9 Oct from 1:00 to 4:00 or call 1-800-842-2771.

Transcend

Starting from the space: station,
planets and asteroids dartby-- as the
pilot tries to vanquish the alien
outpost that threatens Earth. A wild
journey leads the rider through outer
space on a quest, in hopes of
winning the inter-galactic battle.

At Behmnd?
Last Saturday. students had the

chance of going places without
actually being there with the help
of a virtual reality experience called
the"Transender."

The "Transomler," an exclusive
attraction from Kramer
International, was the first ride of
its kind to come to Etehrend. The
ride seated four passengers at a time
who could choose one of three
programs toride.

In addition to the space adventure
called "Galaxy Wars," the "Spooky
Enchanted Castle" took the rider
through dimly lit halls that were
guardedby demonic knights. Here,
the passenger encountered an
ancient wizard and his dragon on the
way to a scary destination, which
was deep in the castle's dungeon.

The third program was the
"Illusion Ride." In this storyline
the rider didn't know what to
expect the scene changed from a
plummeting rollercoaster, to a
helicopterride over the lush valleys
and waterfalls of Hawaii, to a break-
neck run on an Olympic bobsled,
and then to a desert off-roadrace.

The ride cost the Student
Programming Council (SPC),
$l5OO to bring to campus, so that
each of the 200 plus students who
attended couldride free ofcharge.

Roie Gat, 09, MIS, event host
said, "SPC's goal is to provide
innovative entertainment for the
Behnsid campus and surrounding
community."

If one judgesby the comments of
Jason Bennett, 01. Plastics, who
said, "taking into consideration that
it was free and also one of my fast
virtualreality experiences, it was an
entertaining five minutes," the
event was a success.


